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Game Idea Pitch



Game Idea

WW Arena is a game designed to enhance the 
player’s music listening experience, by creating 
dynamic visual and gameplay elements that adapt 
and change responding to the speed of the track 
the user has chosen.



Speed Theme

This semester we will use an older idea we had, in fact we were planning on creating a 
similar game last semester but the theme didn’t match. We could not have been any 
luckier though.. “Speed” matches and describes the idea of our game perfectly.

In Wub Wub Arena speed relates to 

“The speed/beat/tempo and intensity of a music track”

Related video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDlif8Km4S4



Plot

In contrast with our previous game where plot defined the gameplay from start to end, 
this time things have changed. Plot only exists in order to give a proper background to 
our game and maybe help justify some of our design when it comes to environments 
and gameplay. So let us give you a brief introduction by a series of bullet points.

× Our hero’s name is Unity Chan and she is a young fighter in her early 20s not 
having a family she grew up in hardships that only made her stronger and looks to 
learn as much as she can about humanity and earth.

× We are around in year 2708 and humanity has long explored the universe
× Turns out we are not alone, hundreds of other civilizations with only one thing in 

common, sounds & music
× In order to celebrate this, once a year a big tournament is held where fighters 

represent their race and try to get their name in the Pantheon of winners.



Plot

Unity Chan One of the Arenas The Debasser



Gameplay

WW Arena’s gameplay can be split into 2 main parts. The pre-game , and the actual 
gameplay.

× Pre-game : This includes 3 steps :
-Selecting a song
-Creating a strategy by choosing among a large variety of skills
-Choosing  which level the player wants to game on

× Gameplay : 
-Manage to stay alive until the end of the track
-Slay enemies in order to gain points
-Collect power-ups and complete other mini games inside the game in order to 
  gather points
-Kill final boss



Gameplay



Combat system

As said before the game we plan to make will also have a small strategic  feel to it.
Player

× Will have to choose 4 out of a large variety of skills that suit his playstyle
× Besides skills can use melee combat that also includes combo moves
× Use a variety of power-ups that will spawn inside the game

Enemies
× Will spawn based on the beat
× Will try to get close to and damage the player
× Some of them might also be equipped with their own skillset
× Once per level also a huge boss will appear which will be much harder to kill and 

will also have a small battle full of different “Events”.



Game levels

In the current design our game will include 4 different levels. Each one of them will 
match one of four big music genres and will have its own gameplay,enemies & visual 
effects which will differ from the others.
Based on the storyline each level represents a sound arena that belongs to a different 
race and planet. Think of it as an Intergalactical Champions League.

× Metrock Arena : Heavy Metal & Rock Music
× Bassance Arena : All 1.974.900 genres of Electronic dance music
× Popsicle Arena : Modern and old pop
× Jassical Arena : Jazz, classical and all other categories 

Even though each style of music has its own arena we will still allow the user to 
experiment and mix & match different tracks and arenas.



Technical Achievements

WW Arena’s gameplay though comes second, as our primary goal with this game is to 
“breath new life” into the player’s favourite tracks. In order to achieve that a balance and 
combination between the technical and more artistic parts of the game has to be 
achieved. We can break those into 3 categories.

× Allow the user to import his own songs
-One song
-Playlists
-Stream web radio
-Stream sound from youtube link

× Break down the sound frequencies and get all the necessary values from bass,mid 
ranges,high ranges by filtering the values.

× Visual effects that respond to the beat/speed of the song
-Shaders & Materials -Camera effects
-Particles -Terrain manipulation
-Lights
-Rigid bodies



Technical Achievements

Extra

Additionally if manage to time correctly then towards the end we might experiment with 
machine learning in order to find a method where the system will be able to 
automatically categorize tracks in one of the 4 given categories.

This is though at the moment only an idea and we are not sure if we will implement it.



I thought you said you would do it..



The big Idea (Bullseye)



Games that inspired us



Visualizers that inspired us
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Thanks!

Any questions?


